
A message from Nerrilee. 
The opening of Adventures Preschool Pennant Hills is fast approaching. 

 Jess and her team have done an excellent job of managing Adventures (WPH) while I took 

some extended time away from the office.  In my “time off” I have been focusing on 

fitting out the new centre with beautiful furnishings and resources, recruiting a team of 

fabulous and passionate new educators and now trying to accommodate the many 

families who have been patiently waiting for Adventures to come to Pennant Hills.   

I am also aware that many of you are anxious to find out which staff will be staying at 

WPH and those who are transferring to Pennant Hills.  Firstly, I have been extremely 

mindful of the need to maintain continuity of care for your children during this process, 

whilst also ensuring staff are provided with the growth and professional development they 

require and deserve.  Secondly, over the past few years, I have had a strong vision to create 

an Adventures’ Curriculum to ensure minimal disruption to the quality and content of 

the intentional teaching programs that may otherwise be caused through any staff 

turnover.  With these factors in mind I have offered transfers to Rochelle, Tessa, Katrina, 

Nikki and Kayla.   

Kayla will maintain her new role as Educational Leader and will most likely spend time 

mentoring staff across both services to maintain the integrity of our educational 

programming and practices. 

Desiree will step up as Room Leader to fill Rochelle’s teaching role with the Navigators and 

Lisa Redman (who has already started working with the preschool children) will take over 

from Tessa as Team Leader for the Investigators. Lisa has worked in the early childhood 

sector for many years and is in the final stages of completing her Macquarie University 

degree as an Early Childhood Teacher. 

I know everyone will miss Katrina but Erin has been working the occasional shift under 

Katrina’s direction (or in her absence) and we are confident that she will make sure 

Katrina’s thoughtfully prepared menus and recipes continue to be well received by the 

Adventures’ children (and staff on the rare occasions when there are leftovers…).   

Nikki’s transfer (and experiencing the start-up of a brand new service) will provide her 

with a unique and wonderful opportunity to learn as much as possible during her 12 

month traineeship.  To relieve Nikki, Ana will be working more in the Explorer’s room and 

Bronte will take up the traineeship position. 

As with any newborn, I expect I will be busy with Adventures Pennant Hills for the next 

12 months.  I can also guarantee that the love I have for my “first born” will never fade 

even though it is ready to become more independent of me. I know it is in safe hands with 

Jess in the Director’s chair and the support she will receive from her incredible team of 

staff! 

  



 

 

3rd May- Pyjama Day (World Asthma Day)    2nd-9th July- 

NAIDOC Week 

12th May- Superhero Day (Heart Kids) 

14th May- Mother’s Day 

15th May- Mother’s Day Afternoon Tea       

12th June- Queen’s Birthday (Centre Closed) 

 

 Favourite Recipes 
Beetroot & Cardamom Cake 

Ingredients 

1 x 425g Dried Beetroot   

3 Eggs  

1 C Sunflower Oil    

1 ½ C Brown Sugar   

4 C Self Raising Wholemeal Flour    

2 tsp Bi-Carb    

¾ C Cocoa   

2 tsp Vanilla  

2 tsp Ground Cardamom     

 

Method 

1. Drain and puree beetroot   

2. Wisk eggs, oil and sugar well   

3. Add beetroot   

4. Fold in flour, bi-carb and cocoa   

5. Pour mixture into a 30 x 42cm lined baking tray  

6. Bake at 170°C until skewer comes out clean (approx. 15-20 minutes)     

 

 

 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjxotHtxf_SAhXFVrwKHezNAUUQjRwIBw&url=https://www.standrewscc.qld.edu.au/term-2-week-7-wum8uu/&psig=AFQjCNE72i6ykztxRO1LzMMA7wmb1fiN9g&ust=1491008357608279


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investigators 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar , begins with a 

small white egg resting on a leaf by moonlight. 

When the sun comes up the next morning—on 

Sunday—the little egg hatches and a tiny, very 

hungry caterpillar pops out 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Our Favourite Books… 

Discoverers  

Down by the Station 

There are so many things to see down by 

the station; engines, buses, taxis and more. 

 

 

 

 

Explorers  

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt 

Brave bear hunters go through grass, a river, 

mud, and other obstacles before the inevitable 

encounter with the bear forces a headlong 

retreat. 

 

 

 

 

 

Navigators  

Letterland 

Letterland is a child-friendly, multi-sensory 

system for teaching children to read, write and 

spell. The secret of its worldwide success lies in 

its pictogram characters and their ability to 

make learning fun! 

 



    

Congratulations to:  

Emma, Adam & Sam on the birth of their 

beautiful baby girl Hannah. 

Samaneh, Pedram & Norah on the birth of 

their beautiful baby boy Roddin. 

Rebecca, Peter, Lincoln & Saxon on the birth 

of their beautiful baby boy Grayson.  

Anna, David & Claire on the birth of their 

beautiful baby boy Riley 

Rania, Elie & Jason on the birth of your 

beautiful baby girl Elissa. 

Khin, Parambir & Maybelle on the birth of 

their beautiful baby girl Annabelle. 

Beth, Adam & Beau on the birth of their 

beautiful baby girl Elle. 

Jessica, Patrick & Harrison on the birth of 

their beautiful baby girl Scarlet. 

Samantha, Gavin & Toby on the birth of 

their beautiful baby girl Molly. 

 
 

 

 

Welcome 

Lisa: who has started in the preschool room 

(currently on an ECT professional 

experience) and Nikki: who started her 

Certificate III traineeship earlier this year.  

Farewell 

Erica: who has moved on to accept a full time 

position and promotion to Room Leader. 

Graduation News  
Desiree who has just graduated with her 

Certificate III is continuing to study 

for her Diploma of Early Childhood 

Education and Care.  

 

Priyanka who has just graduated with 

a Diploma of Early Childhood 

Education and Care. 

 

Jaspreeta who has just graduated with a 

Bachelor of Teaching (Birth to 12yrs) 
  

Further Study 

Kayla, Rochelle & Jenna are studying 

towards a Certificate IV in Leadership & 

Management. 

Tessa has started her Early Childhood 

Teaching degree through Macquarie 

University. 

Sima is in her final year of her Early 

Childhood Teaching degree through 

Charles Sturt University. 

Ana continues to work hard to complete her 

Certificate III in Early Childhood 

Education and Care. 

Please keep the disabled car spot available for families/visitors with a disabled sticker especially during centre functions. 



 

STEM at Adventures 
Prepared By: Kayla Hurst, Educational Leader 

 

‘Critical thinking, creativity, collaborating and communication are 21st 

century skills’ 

                                          (Gilbert & Yelland, 2012). 

 

STEM- It is the educational ‘buzz’ word of the decade being implemented across all educational 

stages. At Adventures we are continually researching and developing our curriculum to stay in ‘sync’ 

with emerging trends particularly in the Primary School setting.  Our greatest challenge is finding 

play based techniques to incorporate similar learning in the early childhood setting.  There has been 

an astounding amount of research suggesting that children lack an enthusiastic disposition towards 

subjects that aim to teach skills in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). Our 

goal as Early Childhood Educators is to begin instilling that enthusiasm and positivity towards the 

four STEM areas from birth and involve children in experiences that will positively help build 

essential skills they need for lifelong learning. 

 

So what is STEM exactly? 

STEM is the integrated teaching and learning of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. 

The NSW Department of Education explains that the objectives of STEM learning are for children to 

‘gain and apply knowledge, deepen their understanding and develop creative and critical thinking 

skills within an authentic context’. STEM experiences ignite various opportunities for young children 

and as educators we know that young children learn best when able to explore new ideas and 

concepts in an authentic playful manner. 

 

Children are innately curious and investigative beings.  Through intentional teaching practices we 

can scaffold their understanding and invite them to think a little deeper about their decisions while 

learning. STEM aims to encourage children to work on goals and draw on various skills to problem 

solve and persevere to achieve an objective. 

Our primary focus for the children when engaged in STEM learning is to build resilience and a 

persistent disposition towards solving problems. We hope that through these experiences the 

children will be able to apply relevant problem solving skills to other aspects of their learning, and 

emotional experiences, and ultimately become confident and resilient learners across all areas of 

curriculum. 

STEM at Adventures 

As the newly appointed Educational Leader, I have had a fascinating job in developing a STEM 

curriculum for Adventures Preschool. The Preschool educators have begun implementing some of 

the STEM experiences and we have had great results! The children have embraced the STEM 

challenges that have been presented showing resilience and positivity and astounding 

perseverance to the point where some children have spent almost an hour working to successfully 

reach a goal! 



The next step for our STEM Curriculum is to consider ways we can effectively extend these 

objectives into our younger age groups.  It’s never too early to encourage a love of investigating, 

hypothesising, problem solving, and discovering. 

 

STEM in Action! 
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Nutrition/Food/Beverages/Dietary Requirements Policy 
 

Aim 

Children in Long Day Care must receive 50% - 70% of their food intake whilst in care. It is therefore 
essential that the Service provides information to parents/guardians so that adequate nutrition is 
provided to the children in proportion to the time spent in care. Adventures’ aim is to provide food and 
beverages, as well as food and nutritional education that is consistent with the national dietary 
guidelines for children and adolescents and national infant feeding guidelines. The service will follow 
state regulation, food safety principles, national dietary guidelines that are appropriate to the child’s 
age, cultural background or medical needs. 
 

Legislative Requirements 

Education and Care Services National Law Act 2010 

Education and Care Services National Regulations 2011 

National Quality Standards 2011 

Work Health and Safety Act 2011 

Work Health and Safety Regulations 2011 

 Food Standards Australia New Zealand Act 1991 

 Food Standard Australia New Zealand Regulations 1994 

 Food Act 2003 (NSW) 

 Food Regulation 2010 (NSW) 

Who is affected by this policy? 

Child 

Staff 

Educators 

Families 

Management 

Implementation 

It is the Service’s responsibility to help children and parents/guardians develop good food attitudes and 
habits.  
In order to achieve this, Adventures will: 
 

 Provide a menu consistent with the Australian Dietary Guidelines. 

 Provide water and milk as the only beverages served throughout the day. 

 Provide water at all times to the children throughout the day. 

 Cater to the individual needs of children in relation to culture, vegetarianism, allergies and any 
medical conditions. 

 Present food in an attractive manner. 

 Develop an awareness of cross-cultural eating patterns and related food values. 

 Provide safe food, i.e. hygienically sound and with reduced risk of choking. 

 Ensure meal times are relaxed, pleasant and timed to meet the needs of the children. 



 Discuss food and its nutritional value with the children. 

 Prohibit the use of food as punishment, reward or bribe. 

 Prohibit any form of force feeding. 

 Encourage independence and social skills at meal times. 

 Establish healthy eating habits in the children by the incorporation of nutritional education into the 
program. 

 Communicate with parents/guardians about their child’s food intake, i.e. to display the menu, report 
any concerns regarding children’s eating habits. 

 Inform parents/guardians of children’s nutritional needs through posters and information. 

 Provide safe drinking water to children and educators/staff at all times, and ensure children have 
adequate fluid intake during their care. 

 Parents/guardians are encouraged to follow up the “healthy eating” message at home. This policy 
and information provided to parents/guardians throughout their child’s enrolment will support the 
parents/guardians in doing this. 

 Motivate educators/staff to present themselves as role models, maintaining good personal nutrition, 
and to eat with the children at meal times. 

 Provide nutrition and food safety training opportunities for all educators/staff including awareness 
of culturally diverse foods and preparation. 

 Provide training to educators/staff in regards to understanding and handling eating behaviors of 
children (including refusal of food by children). 

 
The special needs of infants will be considered, the Service will: 

 Encourage and support mothers with infants to continue to breast feeding as long as possible. 

 If infants need extra fluids, cooled boiled water will be provided. 

 Provide a supportive environment for breast feeding mothers to use while visiting the Service. 

 Encourage introduction of solid foods at between four to six months. 

 Provide gluten free cereal, pureed vegetables, and pureed fruits as first solids. 

 Introduce iron containing foods such as meat, poultry, fish, legumes and whole grain cereals 
between 6 to 9 months. 

 Provide a suitable range of food textures according to age and development of the infant. 

 Encourage the use of a cup rather than a bottle from 12 months of age.  
 
The Approved Provider/Nominated Supervisor will ensure that this policy in maintained and 

implemented at all times. 

Sources 

Education and Care Services National Law Act 2010 

Education and Care Services National Regulations 2011 

Guide to the National Quality Standards 2011 

Work Health and Safety Act 2011 

Work Health and Safety Regulations 2011 

Healthy Kids www.healthykids.gov.au  Retrieved 16/5/13  

Better Health Chanel www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au Retrieved 16/5/13  

NSW Health www.mhcs.health.nsw.gov.au Retrieved 16/5/13  

NSW Food Authority www.foodauthority.nsw.gov.au Retrieved 16/5/13  

National Health & Medical Research Council www.nhmrc.gov.au Retrieved 16/5/13  

 

Review     The policy will be reviewed annually. Review will be conducted by management, 

employees, parents and any interested parties. 

http://www.healthykids.gov.au/
http://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/
http://www.mhcs.health.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.foodauthority.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/


Does your child W-sit? 
“W-sit” is a term to describe a sitting position in which a 

child sits on the floor with their bottom between bent legs 

and their legs rotated so they are facing away from their 

body. Their legs form a “W” shape on the floor. 

 

This position of choice is usually adopted during the child’s 

transition from crawling to sitting. It is adopted primarily because 

having a wide base gives the child stability. The result is that the 

child’s trunk muscles are denied valuable practice in adjusting to lateral (sideways) weight shifts. 

Children with low muscle tone and/ or hypermobile joints often adopt this posture for floor sitting. 

The ligaments around the hips are lax, allowing a greater than normal range of movement and less 

joint stability. For these children, sitting with a wide base requires less effort to stay upright. To gain 

a wider base, some children may opt for the legs to rotate outwards and spread wide apart.  

Children who have difficulty with balance are very often those children who W-sit or sit with an 

extremely wide base. One explanation is that they have not developed trunk rotation (twisting) or 

trunk side-flexion (bending to the side) to the same extent as their peers. The use of trunk muscles is 

integral to efficient equilibrium reactions. This term refers to the way our body moves or reacts to 

keep us upright when we are suddenly put off balance such as by stepping on an unstable surface or 

being pushed. The more we develop these reactions, the better our balance will be. W-sitting is 

discouraged because of the long-term effect it could have on the muscles and joints of the back, 

hips, knees and feet. Children who W-sit may also develop a posture commonly known as sway back 

and have a tendency to walk and stand with feet turned inwards. This is usually accompanied by 

tight hamstrings and lower back muscles. 

 

What to do 
To avoid W-sitting, sit with your child on the floor and model a different way of sitting. You can 

suggest sitting cross-legged or on their side with their legs both out to the one-side. If your child 

prefers side sitting, it is a good idea to make sure it isn’t always on the same side. 

If you are unsuccessful in correcting this habit, then encourage sitting on a low stool or a cushion, 

rather than W-sitting on the floor. 

 

Target Activities that use trunk muscles 

1. Lying on their back, the child bends their knees towards their chest, slowly rotating their legs from 

side to side, not letting them touch the floor. 

You can also have a regular exercise session in which you do muscle stretching and strengthening 

activities or if this is not appropriate, then try to incorporate some of the following suggested 

activities into their play. 

2. Without using their arms, the child moves from side sitting up onto their knees then sits to the 

other side. Repeat going the opposite way. 

3. Sit the child on a large ball. Ask them to lift one foot off the ground and then the other. The child 

can use their arms for balance. 



4. Bottom-walking –ask your child to sit with their legs straight out in 

front, then lift one side of their bottom off the floor and forward, 

followed by the other. You can do this as a way to go to the 

bathroom at bath time. If you have a hallway, this is a great place for 

bottom walking races! 

 

Hamstrings 
The hamstring muscle is attached to the pelvis and runs down the 

back of the thigh inserting into the bone of the lower leg. When 

contracted, the action of the hamstrings is to move the leg 

backwards and to bend the knee. The opposite of this action will 

stretch the ham-string muscle. Hence when we sit on the floor with 

our legs out in front we have our hamstrings in a stretched position. If it is uncomfortable to do this 

without bending knees or slumping the back then the hamstrings are considered to be too tight. 

Another exercise is to stand and walk your fingers down your body all the way to your toes, making 

sure that you don’t bend your knees.  

Can you walk your hands out in front? Now keep your hands on the floor and walk your feet up to 

them. 

 

Hip & shoulder stabilisation 
Ask your child to kneel on the floor on hands and knees with their hips and shoulders at 90° to their 

trunk. Ask them to lift one leg and balance on the remaining leg and two arms. Now ask them to lift 

the opposite arm. Then ask your child to repeat this with alternate sides.  

(You might have to demonstrate this one!) 

Another exercise is to try walking on all fours like a dinosaur might by lifting both arm and leg from 

one side forward, then do the same with the other side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Community Involvement 
Our Celebrations and Events have included; Australia Day, Chinese New Year, 

Harmony Day, St. Patricks Day and a very special visit from Bunnings! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Henny Penny Hatching 

What an experience! During the month of March we were delighted to host some very special 

guests! Thank you to all the families that adopted out the chicks, we hope they have settled into 

their new homes. Here’s a little snapshot of the two weeks that were spent with the chicks! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Discoverers’ News 
 

“When children feel safe, secure and supported they 

grow in confidence to explore and learn” (EYLF, p.20)  

 

During a child’s early years they are leaning about themselves 

and are constructing their own identity. Children develop a 

sense of belonging when they feel accepted, develop 

attachments and trust those that care for them. Our main 

focus for the beginning of the year was to create safe and 

secure relationships with all of our children and their families and strengthening attachments to the 

educators. In order for us to create these relationships we ensured that we acknowledge and 

respond sensitivity to the children’s cues and signals, support children in times of change, bridging 

the gap between the familiar and the unfamiliar as well as spending time interacting with the 

children, especially at routine times such as meal times and nappy changes. It has been lovely 

getting to know you and your child throughout the first few months and it is this partnership with 

families that help strengthen our relationships. We are enthusiastic to learn about each family and 

their own cultural practises, respecting each family’s uniqueness and incorporating this into our daily 

learning process. 

EYLF Learning Outcome 1 - Children feel safe, secure, and supported 

EYLF Practice - Intentional teaching; Responsiveness to children 

EYLF Principle - Partnerships 

It has been a fun filled few months as the children have settled into their new environment and 

routines, engaging in several exciting experiences. They have been developing skills and learning 

something new every day. After celebrating several first birthdays in our room - we have had a large 

number of children displaying their emerging gross motor skills through crawling, cruising and 

walking un-aided!!  The children are beginning to take measured risks in 

challenging experiences, with the educators providing an environment to 

encourage and expand their skills. (Munch & Move, 2011). 

EYLF Learning Outcome 3 - Children have a strong sense of wellbeing  

EYLF Practice – Learning through Play 

During the year we celebrated a number of cultural events, exploring the 

diversity of culture, heritage, background and tradition. Diversity 

provides us with opportunities for choice and to make new 

understandings. The children become aware of connections, similarities 

and differences between people, noticing and reacting positively.  

We began with Australia Day, 26th January. We got to wear something  

‘Aussie’ as well as participating in some craft. We made thongs (flip 

flops/jandals) by painting our feet green or yellow, and then displayed 

them on our wall. We all enjoyed some ‘snags’ for lunch followed by 

some yummy lamingtons for afternoon tea.  

A few days later on January 28th, it was Chinese New Year. This year is the 

year of the Rooster. We participated in a range of experiences to 

celebrate this, such as our red, yellow and orange fire work paintings 

using sponges. We also enjoyed listening to some traditional Chinese 

songs throughout the week with Fried Rice, Egg Muffins and Leeches with 

ice cream.  At this age we mainly focus on the exposure to different cultures, the colours, the music 



and the food.  All the children demonstrated their 

interest at the different cultural events, developing their 

awareness for their surroundings. Through these 

celebrations the children are able to make connections 

to the world around them and begin to develop a sense 

of belonging to groups and communities as well as an 

understanding of the reciprocal rights and 

responsibilities necessary for active community 

participation. (EYLF, p.26) 

EYLF Learning Outcome 2 -Children respond to diversity 

with respect 

EYLF Learning Outcome 4 - Children are involved and confident learners 

EYLF Principle – Respect for Diversity  

The children have become aware of the need to respect and care for their environment, assisting the 

educators in watering our gardens on a daily basis. Our regular 

interaction with the garden allows the children to form early 

connections as well as engaging in a positive exploratory experience.  

We use the watering cans to water the plants, as well as getting to pick 

some herbs for Katrina in the kitchen. The children have enjoyed 

exploring the different fragrances from these herbs, expanding their 

sensory capabilities. The children showed enthusiasm at being 

involved in these experiences illustrating their emerging 

understandings about caring, appreciation and respect. By modelling 

these types of behaviours and sharing information with the children 

we can positively promote this learning and development.  

EYLF Learning Outcome 2 -Children become socially responsible and 

show respect for the environment 

EYLF Practice -Intentional teaching; Learning environments 

 

House Keeping:  

 Please ensure your child brings their hat and water bottle each day they come to preschool. 

 All items of belongings are labelled. 
 

Thanks for Reading! 

Jenna, Priyanka, Ana, Mary and Marion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Explorers News 
 

Term one has been a blast for the Explorers and an absolute pleasure for 

educators. We began our year by welcoming in all our new families and 

welcoming back our familiar families. Each day has been filled with cuddles, 

laughter and lots of fun activities and learning experiences. Our focus for the 

beginning of the year was building relationships and attachments with the 

children and their families, helping each child to feel comfortable and 

supported in their new environments. This will continue to be a priority 

throughout the year as the children grow. The children spent their time 

exploring, engaging, and challenging themselves in their new environment. It 

has been lovely getting to know each individual child and their families as they 

settle and start to form secure secondary attachments with educators and 

build the foundations for respectful and reciprocal relationships.  
EYLF Learning Outcome 1 - Children feel safe, secure, and supported 
EYLF Practice - Intentional teaching; Responsiveness to children 
EYLF Principle – Partnerships 

 

 

We have a very diverse culture at Adventures, and in our 

Explorer’s Room we have several children and educators 

from different cultural backgrounds. They have been 

learning about customs in other cultures such as Persian 

New Year, Chinese New Year, Indian Happy Holi, as well as 

Australia Day and many more. These types of activities 

ensure the children have a rich and meaningful exposure 

to the different cultures present in our room. 

 

During Australia Day celebrations, the children enjoyed reading stories and 

learning songs that focused on Australian animals. We also enjoyed many craft 

experiences where we were able to practice our fine motor skills.  The children 

painted, pasted, and placed cut out paper shapes onto a paper plate to create our 

very own Emus. The children also got to enjoy a special sausage sizzle as well as 

some extremely yummy ANZAC biscuits.  

As part of our Chinese New Year celebrations, the 

children decorated the room with paper lanterns that 

they painted red and yellow with a touch of gold 

glitter.  These were we hung from the ceiling to 

create a festive feel. The children also worked on some paper fans, which they 

also painted red and yellow. These were stuck upon our walls, brightening up the 

room and complimenting the lanterns. Through these art experiences and open 

discussions, the Explorers were able to learn about a new culture.  

St Patrick’s Day, Friday 17th March – A fun day for all, getting to dress up in green 

and explore the culture of Ireland. The Explorer’s engaged various craft experiences representing Irish 

tradition. Some children participated in the making of the rainbow, gluing cut up paper in working through one 

colour at a time, following the guidelines set put by educators. They were very focused and paid close 

attention as to where each colour was stuck down. Other children worked on painting Four-Leaf Clovers with 

green paint. We then stuck the clovers to the floor, leading to the rainbow and 

our pot of gold. The Explorers loved the Four-Leaf Clovers as they practiced their 

gross motor skills, jumping from leaf to leaf around the room. The children were 

also engaged in cooking experiences, where they made traditional brown bread 

and honey for afternoon tea.   

 

Harmony Day and Persian New Year were celebrated on Monday & Tuesday, 20th 

& 21st March. Harmony Day celebrates Australia’s cultural diversity, recognising 

inclusiveness, respect and displaying a sense of belonging to everyone. The 



children worked together to create an enormous rainbow, made up of each child’s hand prints; creating a 

beautiful symbol of joining hands in unity in our classroom. Persian New Year was also celebrated to introduce 

the children to a new culture and traditions. This celebration was inspired by our educator Sima her family. 

Sima set up a beautiful, traditional Persian New Year table in the foyer for children and families to come and 

see.  

 

Easter came around quickly and the Explorers were organised! Using hole 

punched coloured paper, the children created their own mini Easter baskets. We 

blew up little balloons and popped some PVA glue onto them. We then covered 

the PVA glue with the coloured paper we had hole punched. Once it had set and 

dried, educators popped the balloons, leaving behind a beautiful mini bowl for 

our Easter eggs to go into. The children also worked on some Easter themed 

craft to decorate their room and get into the spirit of Easter. We created carrot 

footprints, we decorated Easter egg templates using chubby markers, collage, 

and paint, and we made adorable Easter bunnies out of recycled toilet paper 

rolls but our most exciting decoration yet has been our marble painted Easter 

eggs. Using shaving cream and paint, the children used forks to swirl the paint 

through the shaving cream to create a marble effect. They then placed some 

paper onto the shaving cream and pressed down lightly. When the children 

removed the paper, the shaving cream left behind a beautiful marble print on 

their Easter eggs.  
EYLF Learning Outcome 2 - Children are connected with and contribute to their world 
EYLF Practice – Cultural competence 
EYLF Principle – Respect for diversity 

 
The children have been very busy learning the different seasons and what they 
bring. We started off with a beautiful summer jungle, where the children 
created different animals to go with our enormous tree. Each animal we worked 
on came with a discussion on where this animal lives, what colour they are and what sounds they make. We 
made elephants, snakes, giraffes, toucans, and monkeys. When the season changed, so did our theme. We 
went from ‘Summer Jungle’ to ‘Autumn Leaves’. We began to discuss the weather and how it had started to 
get colder, we discussed the changes in the colour of the leaves and how they all fall 
down. And we worked on many craft experiences to support all it learning. The 
children made some beautiful leaf prints, some leaf collages and even some autumn 
dream catchers. The room has been looking amazing and the children have been doing 
a wonderful job learning and growing.  
EYLF Learning Outcome 4 - Children are confident and involved learners 
EYLF Learning Outcome 5 – Children are effective communicators 
EYLF Practice – Responsiveness to children, Learning through play, Intentional teaching 
EYLF Principle – High expectations and equity, ongoing learning, and reflective practice 

 

We also had a very special visit from some very 

cute and cuddly friends this term. For two weeks, 

we had 6 chooks come into the centre for a visit. 

With them, they brought along 10 friends in eggs, 

waiting to hatch. The children all got a chance to 

see the chooks hatch out of their eggs. They fed 

them and watched them grow for two weeks 

until they were all adopted by some of our wonderful families. The visit 

from the chooks gave the children a sense of responsibility and the 

opportunity to demonstrate their caring and nurturing nature. 
EYLF Learning Outcome 1 - Children feel safe, secure, and supported 
EYLF Practice - Intentional teaching; Responsiveness to children 
EYLF Principle – Partnerships 
 

We also welcomed Nikki our new teacher during February- Nikki has brought many exciting skills with her in 
particular Music! The children have thoroughly enjoyed Nikki’s musical moments were they sing together 

while Nikki plays the guitar! 
House Keeping:  

 Please ensure your child brings their hat and water bottle each day they come to preschool. 

 All items of belongings are labelled. 

 Please bring in nappy rash cream for your children.  

Thanks for Reading!       Myri, Sima, Taylan & Nikki 



Investigators News 
Welcome back to all of our new and existing families, the year has had a wonderful start with the 

Investigator children making a smooth transition to the preschool room.  Building secure 

attachments with the children and providing predictable routines have assisted with this transition 

and sense of belonging allowing them the confidence to seek comfort or assistance when needed. 

Their comfort and enthusiasm for their new room is seen by the excitement they demonstrate as 

they explore, engage and challenge themselves within the preschool room.  The children’s 

engagement in both planned and spontaneous experiences shows their positive dispositions 

towards enquiry and learning and this is seen by the children’s willingness to participate. 
EYLF, Learning Outcome 1- Children use effective routines to help make predicted transitions smoothly.  

EYLF, Learning Outcome 1- Children establish and maintain respectful, trusting relationships with other children and educators.  

EYLF, Learning Outcome 1- Children sense and respond to a feeling of belonging.  

EYLF, Principle 1- Secure, respectful and reciprocal relationships.  

 

Cultural Events 

Diversity helps to make Australia a great place to live. As humans we 

learn to communicate and understand the world 

through languages, traditions, behaviours, beliefs 

and values. The Investigators have been exposed to 

experiences and values that shape the way we see 

ourselves and others while they learn to respect 

diversity in other cultures.  Special celebrations 

that we have recognised and celebrated include:  Australia Day, Persian New 

Year, Harmony Day and St. Patricks Day. These have 

allowed the children to further explore diversity and help them develop an 

understanding that lots of different nationalities belong within our 

Community.  

For Chinese New Year the children engaged in a number of 

fine motor and creative arts activities where they created a 

huge collage Dragon, had fun recreating Chinese numbers 

using visual cards and playdough, as well as creating their 

very own fireworks using paint and straws. For lunch and 

afternoon tea they enjoyed some traditional Chinese foods. 

During Australia Day and ANZAC Day celebrations, the children made 

Anzac cookies, created collage pictures of the harbour bridge, the Aussie flag, and the 

Aboriginal flag. They observed a minute’s silence and listened considerately to ‘The Last 

Post’, showing respect and displaying emotion during this. Some children commenting 

that it’s a really sad song. 

For St Patrick’s Day the children wore green, painted shamrock 

hats from paper plates, braided in the colours of the Irish flag, 

created beautiful 3D rainbow art with pots of gold at the end and 

paraded around the building playing musical instruments. They 

had fun learning how to lure and capture a leprechaun with a 

specially made trap. The most memorable thing about St Pat’s 

Day was a song they learned. In fact they loved it so much they 

are still singing it long past the celebration and in the process 



learned to spell the colour green. These experiences help to create a positive attitude towards 

cultural differences, gaining knowledge, information and new vocabulary about the world and 

developing skills to interact with people across all cultures. 

To celebrate Harmony Day the children wore orange to symbolise the unity of many cultures that 

come together and celebrate our uniqueness and individuality.  We created a banner with our hand 

prints as reminder of how individual and unique we all are.  During this experience the children 

noticed the difference between the sizes of their hands and the difference of patterns their hand 

made. 

Persian New Year is an important Iranian cultural celebration for Norah and Sima symbolising new 

life and the beginning of spring in the Northern Hemisphere.  The children enjoyed exploring the 

New Year table and had fun making “Naan Berenji”, Persian rice cookies. 
EYLF Learning Outcome 2- Children explore the diversity of culture, heritage, background and tradition and that diversity presents 

opportunities for choices and new understandings. 

EYLF, Practice- Intentional Teaching, Learning Environments and Cultural Competence 

Literacy 

This term during shared literacy time the Investigators have been learning about the characteristics 

of a book.  Before we read a story we engage in a group discussion about; the orientation of a book, 

what information we might find on the front cover such as ‘title, author, illustrator’ as well as a 

picture that gives us an idea about what the story will be about, the information on the back cover 

‘blurb’, the function of the spine.  This term the children have enjoyed a number of familiar books 

such as: “Dear Zoo”, “The Very Hungry Caterpillar”, “We’re Going on a Bear Hunt” as well as a few 

new books: “Space”, “Zoom, Rocket, Zoom”, “How to Catch a Star”.  The children have shown 

positive dispositions for learning and this is seen through their enthusiastic participation during 

these experiences where the children all want to share what they are seeing and hearing.  They have 

demonstrated that they are able to make connections, use reflective thinking and transfer 

information from one context to another, ie: “A space shuttle is like a plane but it can go into outer 

space.” or “The star was really a starfish because you can’t really catch a star”.  The children’s 

enjoyment and learning from these books has made a natural progression into their free play and 

this is seen when they engage their imaginations during dramatic play episode where they pretend 

to walk on the moon like an astronaut or fly their rocket ship to the moon.  
EYLF, Learning Outcome 5- Children view and listen to printed, visual and multimedia texts and respond with relevant gestures, actions, 

comments/ and or questions 

EYLF, Learning Outcome 5- Children take on the role of literacy users in their play. EYLF, Learning Outcome 5- Children begin to understand 

key literacy concepts and processes such as sounds of language, letter-sound relationships, concepts of print and the ways that texts are 

structured.  

EYLF, Practice- Intentional Teaching and Learning Environments.  

 

Henny Penny Hatchings 

The highlight of this term has definitely been the chickens that came from Henny Penny Hatching. In 
preparation for the eggs’ and chickens’ arrival the children learnt through a number of literacy group 

times about chickens, such as lifecycle, what they eat, what 
they like to do, and the different types of chickens. The 
children expressed their creativity during craft experiences 
where they drew their own interpretations of what they 
believed chickens look like, and then covered the picture with 
brown paper to be torn as if their chicken drawing was 
hatching. The children expressed their curiosity and wonder 
about the chickens and the main interested was “How do 
they hatch?” Many of the chickens hatched while we were at 



preschool allowing the children to see firsthand the process and length of 
time it takes for a baby chick to peck its way out of its egg. Over the two 
weeks the chickens almost doubled in size and the children were given the 

opportunity to hold or pat the chickens as desired.  
EYLF Learning Outcome 2 - Children become socially responsible and show respect for the 
environment.  
EYLF Learning Outcome 4 - Children are confident and involved learners. 
EYLF Practices 4 and 8 - Intentional teaching and assessment for learning. 

Class Mascot Ruby Rabbit 

Ruby Rabbit is the Investigators’ class mascot and Ruby has loved going on a 

number of amazing adventures with the children in our group. This 

experience has been a way for the children to connect their home and school environments and 

build their confidence as they present their adventures to their peers. The Investigators are very 

excited and can’t wait for their turn to take Ruby home so they can have some adventures with her. 

The children named Ruby and this was done through group discussion where the children came up 

with 3 or 4 names.  The children then voted for their favourite and after counting the number of 

votes ‘Ruby’ came out the clear winner. Ruby has been to the park, on play dates, to the pool and 

many other places and is looking forward to more adventures with everyone in the Investigators 

group. We really appreciate the time and amazing effort parents have put into producing a visual 

diary of Ruby’s Adventures with your child. This provides a visual cue that helps your children to 

recall past events and further extends their vocabulary and social skills. 

House Keeping:  

 Please ensure your child brings their hat and water bottle each day they come to preschool. 

 All items of belongings are labelled. 
 

Thanks for Reading! 

Tessa, Vanessa, Jas & Lisa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Navigators News  

What a wonderful start to the year. The children have settled well into their preschool environment 

and have shown a real disposition for learning when exploring both planned and spontaneous 

experiences. We have found that the secure attachments built with the children and the predicted 

routines have assisted the children with their sense of belonging and their ability to freely 

communicate their needs for comfort and assistance. EYLF Learning Outcome 1- Children feel safe secure and 

supported. EYLF Learning Outcome 3- Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing. EYLF Principles- 1 

Secure, respectful and reciprocal relationships. EYLF Practices 1 and 2 - Holistic approaches and responsiveness to children. 

Henny Penny Hatching:  

The highlight was definitely the chickens that come from Henny Penny Hatching. 

There was lots of preparation before they arrived with various group times that 

introduced the children to what they look like, what they eat and what they do. 

The children responded well to the books about chickens and the audio book 

was a favourite. The children expressed their creativity during arts and craft 

where the children drew their own interpretations of what they believed a 

chicken looked like. Brown paper was added to the drawing to act as an egg and 

when the chickens arrived at the service the children tore the brown paper to 

act as if their chicken was hatching. The children expressed their curiosity and 

wonder about the chickens and the main interest was “How do they hatch?” We 

were lucky enough that some chickens hatched while we were at preschool. This 

was a wonderful experience for the children to see firsthand and it was the topic 

of discussion among the children’s conversations. Over the two weeks the 

chickens almost doubled in size and the children were given the opportunity to 

hold or pat the chickens. EYLF Learning Outcome 2 - Children become socially responsible and show respect for the 

environment. . EYLF Learning Outcome 4- Children are confident and involved learners. . EYLF Practices 4 and 8 - Intentional 

teaching and assessment for learning. 

STEM: 

Over the past month, we have introduced STEM into the preschool program which 

focuses on science, technology, engineering and mathematics. The room been 

transformed to accommodate for this new area and the children were noticing the 

STEM letters on the wall and the various materials provided on the shelf. These 

experiences and challenges are teacher led which also focuses on the children’s 

creativity and their ability to engage in problem solving and trial and error processes.  

The children have also shown their ability to take on new tasks and making new 

discoveries often asking when it will be STEM time. It has been fantastic to see the 

enthusiasm among the children and their determination to complete a challenge, 

even when the first attempt may not be as successful. The challenge cards are 

captivating which have drawn the children to the various experiences and you can see 

the concentration and excitement on the children’s faces when the challenge cards are 

read out. These experiences have been fantastic and exciting which is very infectious and 

this has rubbed off onto all the children.  

Some STEM challenges have included  

 Can you create a path/ramp to test which object will roll down the track.  

 Can you make OOBlek (Goop) but it needs to be hard when you squeeze it and 

liquid when you let it go.  

 Can you construct a road to get the cars across without touching the carpet  



 You have been set a challenge by the local Sea Master to build a boat that will float! But the 

trick is that the boat must float when filled with Lego.  

EYLF Learning Outcome 4 - Children develop a range of skills and processes such as problem 

solving, inquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching and investigation. EYLF Learning 

Outcome 4- Children resource their own learning, through connecting with people, place, 

technologies and natural materials. 

Culture: 

Our diversity makes Australia a great place to live. As humans, we learn to 

communicate and understand the world through languages, traditions, 

behaviours, beliefs and values. The Navigators have been exposed to experiences and values that 

shape the way we see ourselves and learn to respect diversity in cultures.  We have participated in 

special celebrations like Australia Day, Persian New Year, Harmony Day, St. Patricks Day, Easter and 

ANZAC Day. These cultural celebrations have allowed the children to 

further explore and help them to feel like they and their nationality 

belong to part of our community.  

The children created a huge collage Dragon for Chinese New Year and 

got to sample some Chinese cuisine such as Fired Rice, Lychees ad 

Fortune Cookies. Chinese characters to resemble our numbers was 

used as a visual stimulus for the children to manipulate the playdough to re-

create these numbers. A canvas painting engaged the children in creating a 

colourful display of fireworks using paint and straws. 

For Australia Day & ANZAC Day, the children made Anzac cookies, created 

collage pictures of the harbour bridge and the Aussie flag. They took a minute’s 

silence and listened considerately to ‘The Last Post’, showing respect and 

displaying emotion during this. Some children commenting that it’s a sad song. 

For St Patrick’s Day the children wore green, painted shamrock hats from paper 

plates, braided in the colours of the Irish flag, created beautiful 3D rainbow art with 

pots of gold at the end and paraded around the building playing musical 

instruments. They had fun learning how to lure and capture a Leprechaun with a 

specially made trap. A catchy jingle was taught to the children about St Pat’s Day, 

which in fact they loved and t was a very memorable experience for the children. In 

fact, they love it so much they are still singing it long past the celebration and the 

learning that occurred was that the children learnt the process of how to spell the colour green. 

These experiences help to create a positive attitude towards cultural differences, gaining knowledge, 

information and new vocabulary about the world and developing skills to celebrate Harmony Day 

the children wore orange to symbolise the unity of many cultures that come together and celebrate 

our uniqueness and individuality. We created a banner with our hand prints as reminder of how 

individual and unique we all are. During this experience, the children noticed the difference between 

the sizes of their hands and the difference of patterns their hand made. 

Persian New Year is an important Iranian cultural celebration for Norah and our educator Sima that 

symbolises new life and the beginning of spring in the Northern Hemisphere.  The children enjoyed 

exploring the New Year table and had fun making “Naan Berenji” Persian rice cookies. 

Easter was a big cultural celebration for the children, educators and families of the service. Using 

recyclable materials, the children used egg cartons and paper pates to create their own Easter 

basket as well as engaging in sensory motor experience of shaving cream to make their Easter eggs.  

ANZAC Day allowed the children to learn the significance of the Poppy and we were lucky enough to 

be involved in the Poppy Project at Hornsby Library. The children loved making the Poppies and it 

was a great contribution to our local community. Lisa also brought in her Grandfather’s war medals 



for the children to see. This experience linked well when we read the story “My Grandad marches on 

ANZAC Day”. This was such a symbolic experience and then the children were given the opportunity 

to make their own medals. The highlight was enabling the children to be active participants in the 

cooking experience where they helped to make ANZAC biscuits.  

EYLF Learning Outcome 2- Children explore the diversity of culture, heritage, background and tradition and that diversity 

presents opportunities for choices and new understandings. 

Pre-Literacy: 

Every person is different and we all learn in different ways. We are 
amazed at how well the children have positively responded to the 
Pre-Lit program this year. The children really enjoy listening to a 
variety of shared reading stories and have individually demonstrated 
an ability to construct meaning from these texts and illustrations, 
building on their vocabulary and discovering the concept of prints. 
Some literacy concepts and process that are taught during these play 
based sessions are, letter, words, concept of a spoken word, spoken 
words in sentences, syllables, blending words and alliteration.  

‘Letterland’ is a child-friendly system for teaching children to read, write and spell.  It provides strong 
visual memory cues so children learn and retain phoneme/grapheme correspondences quickly. The 
children have loved learning about the pictogram characters. To help your child increase their 
knowledge of these letters, please discuss at home and seek out objects that begin with each week’s 
letters to expand our brainstorming sessions and cognitive memory.  

‘Jolly Phonics’, is another resource used to encourage young children to develop letters sounds. With 
actions for each of the 42 letter sounds, this method is very motivating for children.  The children are 
able to repeat and sing the rhyming verses and keep in time and tune. At the end of each week it’s 
nice to see their enthusiasm when the guessing begins about the following week’s letters, hoping 
that it will be the beginning of their name. The children are gaining confidence, showing interest and 
excitement during Pre-Lit. 

DEC Literacy Continuum- Reading texts- Engages in shared reading of familiar texts with repeated language patterns. 
Comprehension- Retells some events n familiar stories.  Vocabulary Knowledge- Shows curiosity about words and their 
meanings. Aspects of Speaking- listen and responds to simple oral questions, instructions and requests. Phonics- Identifies 
one letter that is the same in two words. Phonemic Awareness- Beginning to identify words that start with the same initial 
sound. Concepts about Print- Shows beginning awareness that print relates to spoken language.  

Numeracy: 

The Navigators have really enjoyed the hands-on approach to learning about numeracy and have 
demonstrated more competencies to understand these concepts when introducing them more 
frequently into the children’s social play. Using Lego blocks the children have been able to represent 
visual patterns using a variety of different colours and sizes. The children have especially loved to 
predict which object will sink or float in a bucket of water. As a group the children helped to build 
simple weighing scales using blocks and with a variety of objects, they have predicted and 
experimented which ones are heavy and light, while watching the scales tip over. Recently the 
children were introduced to the concept of adding and subtracting and identifying larger numbers 
between 10-30. The Navigators have shown emerging recall of these numbers during games like 
number fishing and buzz.  It’s evident that the children are involved learners and they really enjoy 
the fun ways we encourage this type of practical mathematical learning. 

Adventures Numeracy Curriculum- Chapter1- Number Understandings and Number Experiences, Chapter 3- Patterns 
(Ordering and Patterning), Chpater6- Predicting and Estimating and Chapter 7- Counting as a Problem-Solving Process.  

  



Meet Freckles: 

This year we introduced a class mascot in the shape of a pound puppy. This 
experience has been a way for the children to connect the home and school 
environment and the ability to build upon their confidence as they convey 
their messages to their peers about their adventures with Freckles. The 
Navigators were all so excited at the thought of getting to take Freckles 
home from school and the endless adventures they could have. Before 
Freckles went home the children contributed to the discussion, coming up 
with different names but all agreed it would be called Freckles. Freckles is 
certainly looking forward to more excursions with everyone in the Navigators group and the children 
are eager to hear what antics he might get up to. We really appreciate the parents help and your 
amazing effort of putting information together in Freckles Adventure book. This encourages your 
children to recall the past events and further extends their vocabulary and social skills. 

House Keeping:  

 Please ensure your child brings their hat and water bottle each day they come to preschool. 
 All items of belongings are labelled. 
 

 
 

Thanks for Reading! 

Desiree and Rochelle  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


